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In 1976 doubts assailed operators of the nuclear cycle industries, while
all facts and figures, present and foreseeable should breed optimism. Such a
contradiction requires an explanation. I shall at first review current data
and forecasts of energy consumption and outline the favorable consequences
they imply for the nuclear fuel cycle. I shall go on and analyse the reasons
of the present moody feelings, then draw a distinction between true problems
and false problems, and finally attempt to describe ways and means for coping
with them.

ENERGY CONSUMPUCN IS GROWING

More than 400 nuclear GWe will be commissioned by 1985. Feeding such a
nuclear capacity implies a large activity in the various sectors of the fuel
cycle industry. More than 60 000 tons of natural uranium will have to be
produced yearly, and 45 MSWU required to enrich it; aid more than IO 000 tons
will have to go through fabrication and reprocessing. However attractive they
may seem,these figures merely represent an initial phase and a
pessimistic estimate.

While the average American consumes more than 8 TOE annually, the
average for industrialized countries is close to 3.5 TOE, and the world
average lags behind at 1.6 TOE. The World population will continue to
grow at least up to the year 2000. If, as is to be hoped, we witness a
narrowing of the gap and reach a world average of about 2 TOE in 2000 and
3 TOE in 2025, which undoubtedly represents a modest objective, world
energy consumption will reach considerable proportions, exceeding 15,000
MTOE in 2000 (Figure I ) .

We have adopted conservative assumptions and built a simple model
enabling us to assess future energy needs. I presented this model to the
joint A.M.S. AIF Conference in Washington last November. Some results will
be used here to illustrate my thesis. Figure 2 shows a forecast of world
energy consumption.

OIL WILL NOT LAST FOREVER

How are we to cope with this consumption ? I have already drawn
attention to the modest scale of our oil resources (100,000 MTOE), whereas
consumption has grown at an annual rate of 8.7% since 1945. Extrapolation
of this trend implies the exhaustion of proven reserves within less than
twenty years. It may be objected that real reserves are greater, but even
allowing for a figure three times higher, this merely adds ten-odd years.
Hence the current trend cannot continue. I have already presented two
possible alternatives : the stabilization of consumption at its present
level, or a declining growth rate culminating in a reversal of the trend.
(See figure 3).

None of these three alternatives has an appreciable effect on the date
of exhaustion of currently proven reserves. In the longer term, however,
assuming that real reserves are greater than generally accepted, they lead
to situations which are significantly different. Stabilization will enable
survival up to the middle of the next century while a decrease means that
reserves will not be exhausted (see figure 4).
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Common sense should therefore lead us to consider potential discoveries
of new resources as a delay granted us by mother earth to smooth
the transition to other sources of energy, especially if we bear in mind
that additional oil reserves are not only hypothetical, but also
expensive. It is not for pleasures'sake that oil is being produced offshore
and in the Arctic regions.

Assuming that oil is wisely used we should end with the following
consumption (assumption in figure 4).

It should be stressed that the objective here is not to eliminate
the use of oil, but to earmark its use in areas where it is hard to
replace : transport and industrialization of the Third World.

NUCLEAR ENERGY : AN UNAVOIDABLE CONTRIBUTICHS

To cope with the remaining demand, nuclear energy can even now provide
a viable alternative for electricity generation. However, known uranium
reserves (3.5 MT), if used in present-day converter reactors, represent a
smaller energy potential than known oil reserves. Even making the
reasonable assumption of reserves which are four to five times greater,
the general order of magnitude remain unchanged. Hence the reactors of
today can do no more than grant us a delay similar to that provided
by oil. Fortunately, breeder reactors can extract 50 to 100 times more
energy from uranium, thus assuring the future. And the Phénix reactor,
which will again go into operation shortly, after an incident which is,
on the whole, minor, is available to show that this possibility is a
real one. (Commissionned in 1973, Phénix represents for fast reactors
the equivalent of Yankee or Indian Point 1 for pressurized water reactors,
these two installations having been commissioned in I960 and 1962
respectively).

Assuming that electricity will eventually account for 50% of total
consumption, and that nuclear energy will orovide 60% of total capacity (or
66% of electrical power), we arrive at the following energy balance
(see figure 5).

This leaves a large gap which must be covered by drawing on other
sources, naturally including coal, together with unconventional energy
sources and also the use of nuclear energy to produce heat (see figure 6 ) .

Hence there is no valid basis for fierce competition between energy
sources, on the contrary, a state of non-belligerancy should be established,
because all these sources will be necessary to guarantee the future.

NUCLEAR ENERGY IS ECONOMICAL

Let us return to nuclear energy. Compared to other sources of energy
it shows a clear economical advantage and so it is certain that it will get
a fair share in energy production. The true level of the savings is
sometimes difficult to determine accurately, and varies according to
geographical location and local conditions, but it cannot be reasonably
denied without the distortion of real data. This is confirmed by the
statements of utilities which, without exception, have stressed the
advantage of nuclear power plants.



PARADOXICAL DOUBTS

If the outlook is so favorable, why has doubt crept in ?

The reality which we have just described is objectively favorable,
but it is smoke screened by an economic recession which has captured
widespread attention. For example, 1975 and 1976 were lean years in the
USA for nuclear power plant orders, and this fact is enough to blot the
many plants being built and the entirely satisfactory situation for orders
across the world. From 1 January 1977 to 31 December 1980, more than
100 nuclear GW will be commissioned worldwide.

THE BURDEN OF TRANSITION

Furthermore, the economic recession which we have just experienced
injects a note of pessimism, and to the instinctive psychological reactions
are added a number of real difficulties. We are in the process of living
through an era of transition : we are moving from fossil electricity to
nuclear electricity. Change always generates anxiety, which is aggravated
by the inevitable imprécisions and delays which accompany early achievements
and no prophet dares to announce that our problems will be over soon.
Moreover, while nuclear generated electricity is cheaper on the whole, it
requires higher investments and longer implementation schedules : hence
the transition means a double fi iancial effort while the effect of lower
operating costs is not yet perceived : a hard fact in a period of economic
uncertainty ; but a temporary one, because cash flows are bound to rise and
reward this initial effort. And in addition to the power plants fuel cycle fa-
ciIities have to be created. In this area after a period of relative
overequipment industry was, for a few years, lagging behind.

The profitability outlook for the nuclear fuel cycle is certainly
excellent, but the investments required are costly and the returns remain
in the distant future (an interval of about ten years between decision
and commissioning). The exact rate of return is therefore less important
than the extent of the risk incurred on the capital invested.

UNCERTAINTIES ... BUT MINOR ONES

The technologies implemented are new, implying a degree of uncertainty
which grows as we follow the fuel along its cycle. For the mining industry,
it is the yield of exploration which is involved. This has fallen in producing
countries, but is still at acceptable levels. And if one remembers that only
a very small fraction of the globe has been opened to exploration, there is

little reason to subscribe to a pessimistic view.



Enrichment no longer raises any serious technological questions. Gaseous
diffusion has been practised for more than thirty years and constitutes proven
technique. It is the potentiel emergence of new techniques causing a price
revolution which sparked anxiety, but these fears should be stilled by
considering the experience of centrifuging, for which a drastic cost
reduction was initially asserted. Progress is certainly possible, and I shall
return to this matter, but it would be surprising for it to have abrupt
repercussions on the market.

This leaves reprocessing, a technique just arriving at the industrial
stage (only the La Hague plant reprocesses oxide fuels), but we have gained
sufficient knowhow and experience to preclude any painful surprises, provided
that all the necessary care and substantial investment are applied in building
operating plants. Reprocessing will nevertheless remain a delicate activity, and
one more expensive than anticipated.

THE NEED FOR PLANNING

In fact, neither the objective risks, nor the technical uncertainties
represent insurmountable obstacles to the development of the fuel cycle.
Investors are more likely to be discouraged by other considerations. A smooth
development of nuclear energy avoiding any undue risk to investors means a
coherent advance of its different sectors. At the very moment power plants
are decided, the corresponding fuel cycle facilities must be planned and de-
cided upon. Every sector should be ready St. the right time : a single failure
will compromise the benefit of the whole system. Moreover some facilities
are so large that, except in the USA, domestic markets do not provide
adequate outlets.

Some believed that, under such circumstances market drives will prove
sufficient to create all the needed ventures : they have been severely
contradicted by real facts.

To speak of planning implies forecasting. However, in periods of
economic fluctuations, it is difficult for favorable forecasts to carry
the day. It should be observed, nevertheless, that the economic stagnation
in industrial countri--' has given rise to a revision of forecasts, which
have reached rock ; r .\, 'evels. If we also agree that the development
of the Third Worla . . •-»• ̂ ssary to prevent a major world political crisis
and that this deve' > . 'ill require energy expenditures, we can rest
assured that future de&<< - will not fall below current forecasts.
How low these may be, it will still remain at such a level that only
diversified recourse to all energy sources leads to an acceptable future.
Hence there will be no fierce competition between primary energy sources
on the contrary they will be complementary.

THE NUCLEAR DEBATE

A final difficulty has just emerged. Almost everywhere anti-nuclear
movements are growing, stirring public opinion, often with political
ramifications. Our responsibilities in this area are great : buoyed
up by initial enthusiasm, absorbed in technical problems, fascinated
by the wish to succeed in a hurry, nuclear technicians neglected to



popularize their field, and have not sufficiently explained their work. The
debate has been reduced almost exclusively to one single aspect : the presumed
risks of nuclear power. On such a basis, communication is almost impossible:the
principals of-reactor physics are intricate and the technology is complex.
The problems are such that each expert, to maintain his qualifications, is
obliged to concentrate on a limited specialized area. In itself, this competence
is totally useless, and achievements are only made by the combination of
efforts, which is itself only feasible by drawing on a new breed of specialists
who know how to make things work together. The design and construction of
nuclear installations is the fruit of teamwork, indeed of groups of teams.
No matter how sophisticated our scientific and technical training, our
decisions are based more on our mutual trust than on the methodical verifi-
cation of the work of others. Hence the elitist character of the nuclear
field seems to go hand in hand with a caste aspect. For a long time this
raised few problems, and the scientists and technicians were sheltered
from social unrest, invested with the public confidence. For reasons beyond
the scope of this discussion, this trust has been broken. Moreover, in
general, the public show a repugnance to the granting of excessive powers,
and wish to exercise their own power of decision, even with respect to
complicated technological matters. This legitimate aspiration, however,
leads to an apparent deadend : to make a sound decision, the simple citizen
should possess a technical universality which the most talented among us
does not even dream of possessing.

Whereas the experts felt themselves overwhelmed by the magnitude of this
contradiction, a few prophets have emerged to sway the public, the more
easily since the conviction of their words was not tempered by the doubt
which always arises with a true knowledge of the problem. The public has
listened to them. The public knows that the same sorcerers, from the
sames seemingly magical cauldron, can also produce terrifying weapons.
And it has a profound distrust - who would blame it ? - of sorcerers'
apprentices.

Undoubtedly, reality will finally have its way, but this will take
more or less time. To do this, it is not sufficient to spread information
helter-skelter - qualified as propaganda and therefore disqualified -
nor to participate in debates proposed by protesters on their own ground,
with resulting resonances which merely hold back the cause of truth.

To start with, we should try to concentrate the argument on real
matters, dealing with honest men who are fortunately the more numerous.
We must then try to reestablish confidence between the public and the
experts. These are the two directions for our efforts, which we shall
now examine.

What are the real questions ? In speaking of the nuclear field, we
must not be dragged into a discussion of the concept of zero risk. This
concept is technically (and humanly) inconsistent. It is certainly
intolerable for carelessness or the thirst for profit to endanger the public,
and the Government is responsible for ensuring the safety of the population.



It is normal for the most recent industries to be subjected to more severe
restraints, because this is the very essence of overall progress in safety
matters. But it is important to prevent the differences from being dispro-
portionately large, and above all to prevent safety from becoming a pretext
to bring the economic machine to a grinding halt.

The true debate consists of selecting an energy strategy, which is the
political responsibility of the citizen for which we, the technicians, must
supply the criteria for selection.

It is first necessary to decide on the energy needs to be satisfied :
tomorrow, the near future, the long term, without forgetting that this
involves not selecting what we would prefer, but what will probably
occur. (The partisans of zero growth would do well to meditate on this
remark).

Next it is important to weigh the advantages and drawbacks of the
different strategies. In the nuclear field, the drawbacks of its develop-
ment must be weighed against the disadvantages of its rejection : what
will replace it, and what are the drawbacks of these other alternatives ?
What risks are incurred of an energy shortage, even a relative one ? What
social improvements can be acquired thanks to its availability ? Where
should the extra franc be invested ? In a redundant safety system on a
nuclear reactor, in hospital facilities, or in social research ?

The answer to each of these elementary questions is itself the
culmination of a study, increasingly specific, increasingly detailed,
and which, in the final analysis - and this is easy to understand when
reactor safety is concerned - can only be carried out by experts. And if
the experts are disbelieved, the debate cannot have a satisfactory outcome.

How can confidence be established between the experts and public
opinion ? Obviously, this cannot be achieved on highly technical subjects,
because of the absence of a common language, so that the magnitude of the
problem can be realized. This also explains why the opponents of nuclear
power ins. 3t on starting a technical discussion, under the eyes of the
flabbergasted public, preferably on subjects in which problems still exist.
If a public discussion concerning an infinitesimal risk, for which a total
solution has not yet been achieved, is sufficiently incomprehensible, the
public will only assume that the risk is more serious, and above all,
it will be struck by hesitation, uncertainty, perhaps even the contradictions
of the expert. The expert will be discredited.

There is a great deal to be done in terms of real communication
between experts and the public. This first implies the establishment
of trust. This is an Important objective. It should not be forgotten that
the publication of technical data which the public will never understand
cannot succeed in informing this public. This publication is wide off
the mark unless it gives rise to the conclusion, above all else, that the
expert is not afraid of criticism. And naturally, for this to be true, the
expert must be irreproachable to start with.



It would be foolish to gamble on the establishment of blind trust.
Every individual wants to know where he is being led. This is why,
whereas incomprehensible public discussions are certainly harmful, the
public will be more inclined to place its trust in an expert who explains
reasonable matters and who succeeds to share with the public the elements
of his argument. Experts are never suspected of incompetence. It is their
common sense which is in doubt.

If this process succeeds, if the community succeeds in declaring its
own choice, the engineer will be able to concentrate on the area in which
he excels : the quest for suitable technical solutions to attain objectives
set with clarity and precision. Another problem will still remain, because
in the energy field, any action taken today will only bear fruit in ten or
fifteen years. It is important to avoid sacrificing long-term considerations
for more immediate preoccupations. Our political systems are sometimes
predisposed to this. It is therefore up to us to stress the imperatives of the
future.

INTERNATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

The need for the coherent organization of the nuclear industry as a
whole has already brought us beyond national frontiers. I would now like
to discuss a few problems more specific to international politics.

An industry, especially one belonging to the vital field of energy,
cannot develop internationally without a reasonable guarantee of the stability
of exchanges established between the various countries.

From this point of view two types of problems are likely to arise : those
which derive from the imperfections of international forecasting, and those
which derive from state intervention.

Uranium resources are not uniformly distributed over the world, and
do not match the geography of demand. The attitude of nations possessing
ressources and their relations with mining companies and consumers represent
a fundamental factor.

The raw materials market has often been the scene of cyclic price
variations, and uranium is no exception. Prices, high in the mid-Fifties,
were at their lowest at the end of the next decade, and are now soaring again.
These conditions are harmful to the harmonious development of an industry,
especially if it is to cope with rapid growth. Price stability at a relatively
high level is therefore an important factor (and beneficial for everyone) if
we wish to give confidence to investors as well as to preserve the interests of
producing countries as, in the longer term, those of consuming countries.

The stability of fiscal regulations and conditions applicable to exports
is also a vital matter.



Enrichment is also subject to fluctuations.

It has been first proclaimed that capacities were overabundant, and
then that plants were saturated and forced to increase the tailsassay.
Strategic considerations and the conflict between private initiatives and
governmental action in the USA have paralysed the development of new
capacities. In this respect, the solutions adopted by Eurodif, and then
Coredif , hr.ve shown that the launching of such operations was possible
and feasible in satisfactory industrial conditions, while at the same time
calling upon international cooperation.

Thanks to these achievements, Europe can now enjoy the perspective of
being able to cover a substantial part of its needs from 1980 onwards. But
other operations must be launched throughout the world, if we want to be
in a position to assume the nuclear growth throughout the 80s.

Concern with preventing the proliferation of nuclear weapons has led
to caution in the dissemination of gaseous diffusion technology, and the
export of small uneconomical plants will certainly be opposed. Even greater
restrictions will be imposed on processes which make it easier to produce
highly enriched uranium (laser, centrifuging).

This situation is not entirely satisfactory for enriched uranium
consumers, who might be the victims of poor worM planning. This is why the
development of a process employing relatively unsophisticated techniques,
incapable of producing highly enriched uranium, aad implementable in the
form of small or medium-sized installations in economically acceptable
conditions, would make a considerable contribution to world nuclear
development, without endangering wor Id peace.

The risks incurred by reprocessing technology are also real, although
far smaller in my opinion, than those pertaining to uranium enrichment, first
because this technology is already far more wide spread, and takes far longer
to develop for those who do not possess it, and also because plutonium is
more difficult to handle than uranium.

Restrictions have been imposed on the transfer of this technology, to
the extent that it is not truly needed for energy grouth.

However, it would be contrary to our very purpose to fail to take the
necessary measures to make available, to world industry, sufficient
reprocessing capacity in reasonable economic conditions even if these
facilities are far more costly than anticipated a few years ago.

WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD ?

The world may choose between two attitudes : to give up nuclear energy
or to create the conditions for its satisfactory growth.
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To abandon nuclear energy ? This inevitably leads to penury
(unconventional energies will not make a significant contribution to
energy supplies soon enough). This means a rush for energy resources
which does not exclude the use of violence.Were competition limited to the
economic sphere, the consequences would not be any better. The production
potential and financial organization of industrial countries give them an
inevitable advantage, thus condemning poor countries to poverty, under-
developed countries to underdevelopment, and jeopardizing even the economic
breakthroughs already under way.

Is this the world we want ? We don't think so. Is this a stable world ?
Certainly not, because it bears the seed of armed conflict and even the risk
of a general conflagration. It would be monstrous and illusory to believe
that two-thirds of the planet will accept being condemned to desperation
without reacting.

Is it not even naive to believe that a choice is still available ?
The movement has begun. How can a world consensus be established for the
abandonment of an economical source of energy ? Especially since a single
demurring country would be enough to drag all the others in its wake.

Consequently, nuclear energy will continue to grow, raising the fears
of proliferation. The problem is a real one, but it has been presented
in a false light, because the list of countries currently capable of producing
nuclear weapons or likely to be so in a few years is already long. Never-
theless the risks should be reduced to the minimum. But care must be taken
to avoid a double illusion. One which consists in believing that it is
possible to reestablish, in terms of technology transfer, the situation
prevailing before the First Geneva Conference ; the second, which dreams
of the establishment of an international order which, by the excessive and
unjust constraints which it imposes, would be intolerable to many countries.
Human ingenuity is fertile in finding loopholes, and any nation succeeding
to do so would enjoy inestimable prestige !

To be valid, a solution must restrict itself to indispensable constraints
and must be based on the normal dynamics of economy (be it governed by the market
laws or by centralized planning). Once these constraints are imposed, the
players should be left to act at their discretion. It is only natural that
many countries wish to employ nuclear energy, a competitive energy source
necessary for their development. It is no less normal for them to wish to
guarantee at least their fuel supplies. One can also easily understand
the desire o£ uranium producers to sell a product with a higher added value.
If we do not lose sight of our fundamental objective, which is to supply
inexpensive energy to the world, all these objectives imply installations of
economical size, and these can only be justified in a small number of
countries. All other countries must obtain the guarantee of their supplies
and related services, within the normal framework of competition between
suppliers and the freedom of choice of the client.

It is through honest international cooperation that the world will
derive the greatest benefit from this nuclear energy, for which it feels a
growing need, and it is through this same international cooperation that
frustration will be avoided and the paths to peace staked out. The proper
organization of the fuel cycle is a fundamental element of this cooperation.
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EXPLANATION OF ABBREVIATIOH USED

USED IN THE FIGUBES

P.M.D.

.C.D. )
ECOL )

P
DECOL

IND )
P.IND )

COMC )
COMEC )

ASIE.C.
ASIE.COM.

Less Developped Countries (market economy, GDP/capita less
then 450 S in 1973).

Countries the economy of which is taking off (market econo-
my, GDP/capita between 450 und 2000 $).

Industrial countries (market economy, GDP/capita greater
than 2000 S, excluding USA).

Countries belonging to COMECON.

Centrally Planned ASIA.

CONS.

C.CUM.

R.

NUCL.

E.NOUV.

Consumption

Cumulated consumption

Reserves

Nuclear Energy

Non conventional energy sources.
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